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INTRO
The Big-Bang theory prevalent in science was essentially deduced from an observation by the American
astronomer Edwin Hubble
(1889-1953). In 1929 he
discovered that the splitting of light of distant galaxies might reveal a color
shift towards red* because the distance between the light source and
the observer would constantly increase.
Other scientists derived
that the universe must
have been concentrated
on a single point and still
expands on an ongoing
basis. Calculated back
everything must have been
created about 15 billion
years ago from a single
original mass. This in turn
leads to the “Big-Bang
theory” that was presented
in 1931 by the Belgian astrophysicist Georges Edouard
Lemaître at a congress in
London.
However Hubble himself
did not draw the physical
conclusion of an expansion (enlargement) of the
universe. He suspected a
hitherto undiscovered natural principle behind the
redshift. This V&C sheds
light on unproven scientific theories that are sold as
facts, as well as alternative explanatory models
that are suppressed. [1]
The Editors (kno./mol.)
* In astronomy called “redshift”

Standard model of cosmology* a mistake?
oli. When speaking of forces
acting in the universe, astrophysics almost exclusively considers gravity** as the only
effective force. As an alternative explanatory model the
“Electric-Universe Theory” (in
short EU) – supported by many
physicists and scientists –
assumes that predominantly
electromagnetic forces have
played a role in the universe.
According to this theory there

was no initial “big bang”, no
expansion of the universe and
the EU theory is in addition
also not compatible with Albert
Einstein’s general Theory of
Relativity. If electromagnetic
forces were simply ignored and
the gravitational force – weaker
by a factor of 1039 – is used as
an explanation for all phenomena, new constructs must be
invented to reasonably explain
astronomical observations (such

as black holes, dark matter,
dark energy, etc.). According
to the EU-theory hurricanes as
well as solar systems are supported by streams of electrons.
This similarity also indicates
that a universal electromagnetic force acts and gravity is only
a by-product of this force. [2]
*Science of the origin and evolution of
the universe
**Attraction between the masses of
two bodies

Standard model of physics might be illogical
brö. The “Thunderbolts Project”
is a multidisciplinary collaboration established in 2004 by recognized scientists, independent
researchers and interested individuals. According to their own
statement its main mission is to
explore the model of the Elec-

tric Universe. The standard
model of physics that claims
that an empty space can expand
and gravitational forces dominate the shape of the universe
challenges logic tremendously.
According to the Thunderbolts
project the pure gravity model

– and with it the theory of the
Big Bang (that is said to have
occurred 13.7 billion years
ago) – is no longer to be considered as a valid explanation
of the universe. [3]

“There are no isolated elements in the universe
(held together coincidentally by gravitation).
From the smallest particles up to the largest stellar systems,
all are connected by a network of electric circuits.
This unites all of nature, the organization of all heavenly bodies,
the birth of planets and in our own world the weather phenomena
and the revival of biological organisms.”
David Talbott, American author and Wallace Thornhill, Australian scientist (from “Thunderbolts of the Gods”)

Nikola Tesla – Free energy must not be
stl. Nikola Tesla was one of the
greatest geniuses of the 20th
century. As an inventor, physicist and electrical engineer he
was far ahead of his time. He
registered more than 111 patents
during his lifetime (1856-1943)
and designed technologies that
laid the foundation for many of
the things we use today
(fluorescent tube, radio, alternating current, radar, etc.).
However, when he registered
his patent for a free-energy

machine in 1924 suddenly all
investors quit and he lost his
orders and funding. He died
impoverished and in debt in a
New York hotel room. Immediately after his death government organizations invaded his
lab and confiscated his records
and diaries. He dreamed of complimentary Free-Energy for all.
Did the profit oriented energy
companies finally put an end to
his endeavors? [4]

Sources:
[1]
https://www.wasistwas.de/archivwissenschaft-details/edwin-p-hubblebegruender-der-urknall-theorie.html |
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwin_
Hubble
[2]
https://www.psiram.com/de/index.
php/Elektrisches_Universum |
http://www.elektrischesuniversum.de/?page_id=215
[3]
http://mugglebibliothek.de/EU/ |
http://www.elektrischesuniversum.de/?page_id=45
[4]
https://www.kla.tv/536 |
https://teslabauplan.com/nikola-tesla
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Bedini’s free-energy devices banned
ls. John Bedini, a US electrical engineer and inventor,
began his work with Tesla’s
theories of radiation energy a
few decades ago. He invented
a range of battery chargers
which produce more energy
than they need to run. He
announced he would offer

Gigantic profit for few versus gigantic benefits for all

them for sale at low cost.
Soon after that his laboratory
was raided and he was admonished to stop producing
these machines. For his own
safety he had to abandon promoting his free-energy devices.
[5]

uzu. In his tireless research
with radio waves and electrostatics, the Canadian inventor
John Hutchison repeated some
experiments of the physicist
Nikola Tesla. With his devices
he brings objects made of different materials to levitate –
using little energy. In other experiments, metals change their
US administration stops free-energy generators
crystalline structure by becomls. Modern-day inventor Adam the United Nations and the
ing jelly-like or bursting. He
Trombly was inspired by US Senate. However, these
also managed to blend molten
Tesla’s work and built a demonstrations were obstructmetal with wood without singedynamo, a DC generator that ed by the US administration
ing the wood. He himself does
took electrical energy direct- under George W. Bush and not know what tremendous
ly out of the air. Trombly was eventually stopped. Then the powers are behind it. If they
invited to demonstrate the device was confiscated dur- could be tapped, however, their
function of his generators to ing a government raid. [6]
benefits would be gigantic.
9/11: Experiment with directed-energy weapon? With materials from nature,
ea. According to US materials plosives”, as for instance, the such as stones, Hutchison is
scientist Dr. Judy Wood there is enormous speed of collapse of said to have built zero-point
the well-founded suspicion that the towers, the “pulverization” energy batteries* that are never
depleted. According to his own
“for the destruction of the World during the fall, flames without
statements, he is working
Trade Center on 9/11/2001 not sensible heat (paper did not
kinetic energy (such as explo- burn), or the so-called Hutchison Bought universities and
sives) but electromagnetic ener- effect, i.e. metal fusing with oth- research institutes
gy, respectively Tesla waves er combustible materials without
ruk. On November 11th,
were used.” Strange physical burning these. The question aris2010, the Swiss Federal
phenomena are said to have oc- es whether 9/11 could have been
Technical University of Zucurred that cannot be explained an experiment with a directedrich (ETH*) and the biggest
by “controlled demolition by ex- energy weapon. [8]
producer of pesticides, Syngenta, announced in a joint
Vanished prehistoric-code discovery
srz. At the end of the 80s, the ly manipulated plants and fish. media declaration that they
Swiss researchers Dr. Guido They thrived without fertiliz- are setting up a professorship
for sustainable agricultural
Ebner and Heinz Schürch er and pesticides or medicines.
ecosystems. Syngenta made a
made a sensational discovery As leading producer of chemi“donation” of 10 million
at the laboratories of the Phar- cal pesticides, Ciba-Geigy
Swiss Francs to promote the
ma giant Ciba-Geigy in Basel found itself in a conflict of
chair. It seems obvious, that
(today Novartis). In laborato- interests. Result: The discovthere is a conflict of interests.
ry experiments they exposed ery remains dormant in the EuIt would be more or less the
grain as well as fish eggs to ropean patent office in order
same if the cigarette producer
an electrostatic field*. Re- to prevent reproduction out- Marlboro would finance a
sult: Totally unexpected pre- side of the company. [9]
chair for addiction prevenhistoric forms started growtion. [10]
ing. They were many times *The electrostatic field is a special case
more resistant and more fruit- of the electric field, generated by rest- *ETH = Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule
ful than ordinary or genectical- ing electric charges

against environmental pollution with his inventions and
offers help for the Third World.
Everybody would be able to
afford such batteries or produce them himself. But it is
precisely this dissemination
that is currently hindered by
scientific circles, as a huge profit for the energy industry is at
stake. [7]
*Zero-point energy, also called space
energy, means the indefinitely available energy in the vacuum of the universe.

Closing Point
Contrary to all religions of
the world, science denies
an intelligence that has
created everything and is
steering it. It is said that
there is no plan and everything is developing at random. To explain the development of matter by
coincidence, a time period
of billions of years is set.
But does it make sense? To
assemble a Rubik’s Cube
(magic cube), “coincidence”
would take 27 billion years.
Intelligence and consciousness can assemble it in 27
moves! It sounds like a joke
that coincidence should be
able to create complex
structures or living creatures. It is high time to
reconsider the standard
models of science. [11]
The Editors (kno./mol.)

Sources: [5] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pRfGVHU_Qg | https://www.psiram.com/de/index.php/John_Bedini [6] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRfGVHU_Qg [7] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqPgrf7tais [8] www.kla.tv/12180 | https://medienschafe.wordpress.com/tag/judy-wood/ |
https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Judy_Wood [9] http://www.urzeitcode.com | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPOFyYvjWU8
[10] http://www.ethlife.ethz.ch/archive_articles/101111_Syngenta_MM/ [11] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJkYbDYxL6o

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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